CANNABIS

Blue Cheese
Editorial by Jamie Toth
Blue Cheese has a fruity, hoppy smell and beautiful dense,
tall buds that release a gentle floral smell when ground. Blue
Cheese’s direct lineage is Blueberry X Skunk #1, and it
has been cultivated by 54 Green Acres farm since
2016. Like all of the small-batch, sungrown fine
cannabis from 54 Green Acres, this strain
is grown by Certified Kind processes,
which ensure a fully organic lifecycle
for this plant, from seed to sale.
At all dry herb vaping
temperatures, the light floral
and fruity flavors dominate,
with a subtle, hoppy fullness
to the consistent but nuanced
vapor. The blueberry fruit
cloud is dense and visible at
even low temperatures. As
you move up in temperature
and the limonene and linalool
are vaporized, the lungchallenging cloud becomes more
infused, fruit gives way to citrus,
and with floral notes from linalool,
with a bit of spice.

machinery with your friend Blue Cheese. This strain has highly
analgesic properties and is so stony that you’ll forget the last word
you said. Don’t think ‘couch lock’ as much as ‘couch fusion’
because this has everything you need to kick back
and relax, and it’s a great post-workout treat,
but it’s not what you should reach for if you
need the motivation to get out the door
for the workout, because leaving a trimeter area is difficult. Introspective
and relaxing, this is also a perfect
companion for meditation or
some restorative yoga.
The terpene mix in Blue
Cheese is a great one
for anyone suffering from
insomnia or anxiety. It has
a heavy body buzz that is
magical for pain relief.
As one of 54 Green Acres indica
strains, this Southern Oregon
sungrown bud is organically fed
and is watered from Sucker Creek, a
tributary of the Illinois. 54 Green Acres
is a Certified Kind farm, which means
that all of their soil, nutrients, and processes
are organic and as gentle to the Earth as
possible, and are re-certified every year to
ensure compliance to rigorous standards.
That means each bud is bursting with all of
the flavors that nature can bestow.

The mouthfeel of this vapor is thick, so if
you’re using vaping to quit smoking, this
is a great strain to help in this regard. In
a DynaVap, the vapor is so dense it’s hard
to tell the difference between it and a joint.
If you do smoke Blue cheese, there is
a spicy heat to the smoke that can make
it difficult to handle for even the most
seasoned lungs, but it has a sweet yet
musky aftertaste. The fruit is the leading flavor, just as it was with
the vapor.
Regardless of your consumption method, do not operate heavy

Like all of the strains selected by 54
Green Acres, this strain grows well in the
environment that the Illinois River Valley
has to offer. The farm has owned water rights for the usage of
Sucker Creek. In addition to watering our fine cannabis, the creek
also helps sustain the humans, rabbits, apples, lettuce, and other
crops at 54 Green Acres.

Check us out on instagram to see
our latest photos and videos
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